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Abstract—Knowledge about the course of a road is an im-
portant prerequisite for numerous advanced driver assistance
systems. Current approaches for lane recognition and estimation
are usually utilizing camera sensors in order to detect and
process lane markings on the road surface. In this paper, it is
investigated if it is feasible to estimate the course of a road using
an automotive radar sensor, only. For that purpose, a data fusion
approach is proposed which processes stationary radar detections
from the road border as well as tracked vehicles. Furthermore, a
probabilistic algorithm for associating vehicles to particular lanes
is presented. Both techniques are empirically evaluated against
a classical camera-based approach.
Keywords: Road estimation, radar, guard rail tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Improving road safety and passenger comfort are important
research objectives in the transportation domain. On the vehicle
side, advanced driver assistance systems (ADASs), that is,
systems which perceive the surrounding field of a vehicle
in order to warn the driver or to actively influence the
driving process are currently the most promising technological
contribution towards this aim.

Currently, different sensors or sensor sets are utilized in order
to facilitate a variety of ADAS applications. For instance, radar
sensors are usually applied for tracking vehicles, while cameras
are used for pedestrian detection or lane recognition. More
sophisticated systems are also exploiting the complementary
properties of both sensors by fusing their data in order to obtain
a more reliable estimate [1].

However, as sensors can be a significant cost factor for
vehicle production, there are also contrary research activities
which attempt to use as few sensors as possible for a maximum
number of applications. For instance, the system described in
[2] performs both vehicle tracking and lane recognition using a
single camera. Conversely, it appears relevant to investigate if it
is possible to determine the course of a road by using a ranging
sensor, only. For numerous applications such as adaptive cruise
control or collision avoidance, associating tracked vehicles
to certain lanes is considerably relevant in order to reliably
determine appropriate actions or warning strategies.

Estimating the course of a road using ranging sensors has
already been investigated in previous works: In [3], a lidar
sensor has been used in order to detect lane markings on the
road surface based on their reflectivity. Another lidar-based
approach which utilizes occupancy grids is presented in [4]. A

radar-based guard rail tracking has been proposed in [5] where,
however, a supporting camera is used. In [6] and [7], stationary
extended objects are tracked using radar measurements. These
objects are used to estimate the course of the road. Preliminary
clustering of stationary targets is also performed in [8], where
the tangential features are used as input for the road estimation.

In this paper, a data fusion approach will be presented
which utilizes both stationary and dynamic radar detections
for estimating relevant road parameters. While stationary
detections obviously contain information about the road borders,
that is, guard rails or noise protection walls, also dynamic
measurements represent valuable pieces of information if it
is assumed that these vehicles are traveling on the road to be
estimated. In addition to this road estimation, an approach for
probabilistically associating tracked vehicles to certain lanes
will be presented. This information may serve as an input for
subsequent ADAS applications, for instance, for a lane change
assistant [9].

The paper is structured as follows: In section II, a brief
introduction into probabilistic filtering is given. Section III
describes the algorithmic core of the system with a special
emphasis on process and sensor models which are required
by the utilized probabilistic filtering algorithms. Experimental
results are presented in section IV, which is followed by a
summarizing and concluding discussion.

II. FUNDAMENTALS

This section gives a brief description of probabilistic filtering
algorithms and introduces the relevant notation. Due to the
introductory nature of this section, the material therein is based
on previous work by the authors [10].

The aim of Bayesian tracking algorithms is to recursively
estimate the probability density function (PDF) of a system’s
nx-dimensional state vector xk ∈ Rnx . The index k represents
a continuous time instant; that is, the sampling interval Tk

between two time steps tk and tk+1 may vary over time. The
dynamic behavior of the system is represented by the discrete-
time stochastic model

xk+1 = gA(xk,vk, Tk), (1)

where gA is called state transition equation. The vector vk de-
notes an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) process
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Figure 1. System architecture of the road course estimation.

noise time series, which represents the non-deterministic part
of the model.

In the general case, the state vector xk is not observable;
however, it is assumed that measurements yk ∈ Rny are
available which are connected to xk by a known mathematical
relation, called the measurement equation

yk = gC(xk,wk), (2)

where wk denotes an i.i.d. measurement noise time series.
For the filtering problem, the noise processes are assumed to

be white and mutually independent. Furthermore, the sequence
of all measurements which are available at time k is denoted by
Yk =̂ {yi, i = 1, . . . , k}. If the initial PDF p(x0) is assumed
to be known, the filtering problem can be defined as recursively
determining the posterior PDF p(xk|Yk).

If all relevant PDFs are assumed to comply with a Gaussian
distribution, a particular class of filtering algorithms can be
applied which is called Gaussian filters. Within these filters,
the state PDF is represented by x ∼ Nnx(x̂,P ), where x̂ and
P denote expectation value and variance of the nx-dimensional
multivariate Gaussian PDF. In this paper, the unscented Kalman
filter (UKF) is used in order to solve the filtering problem [11].

III. ALGORITHMS

A. System Architecture Overview

The architecture of the proposed system is depicted in fig. 1.
A radar provides a list of detections, which are divided into
stationary and moving detections. The moving detections are
transfered to a state-of-the-art multiple object tracker, which is
not subject of this paper. The estimated tracks and the stationary
detections serve as input for the estimation of the course of the
road. Additionally, an estimation of the vehicle’s ego motion
is provided by a separate unscented Kalman filter [12]. The
resulting road parameters are delivered to the lane association
module that determines the lane on which all tracks and the
ego vehicle are located.

B. Road Model

The course of the road ahead of the vehicle is modeled by
two parallel circular arcs representing the boundaries of the
road segment (fig. 2). In practice, these are guard rails, noise
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Figure 2. Circular arc road model with two lanes. The solid arcs depict the
road boundaries; the dashed arcs represent the lane markings. The chain-dotted
arc denotes the center of the road, whose intersection with the vx-axis is the
origin of the segment coordinate system.

protection barriers, or earth walls. Parallel means here that
the arcs have the same center. A various number of additional
parallel arcs model the lane markings within the road boarders.
The position of the arcs is expressed in vehicular coordinates.
For an unique description of the road segment, five parameters
are needed, which form the state vector x ∼ N 5(x̂,P ) with

x̂ =
(
sc vo sγ sw ss

)T
. (3)

In this equation, the index s indicates quantities measured in
the segment coordinate system, whereas v denotes the vehicular
coordinates. The curvature sc is the reciprocal of the radius of
the center line. By definition, it is positive for left and negative
for right turns. The offset vo denotes the distance of the vehicle
to the center of the road along the vy-axis. The orientation of
the road segment in relation to the longitudinal vehicle axis is
denoted by sγ. Hence, for sγ = 0 the vehicle exactly follows
the road course. The road width sw is defined as the shortest
distance between the left and the right boundary, which is the
difference of their radii. Finally, ss describes the radial distance
between the left road boundary and the leftmost lane mark,
referred to as lane offset. The lane widths swlane are supposed
to be equal and constant.

The system model of the road segment defines that the
parameters do not change over time (unless measurements are
incorporated). However, as the vehicle moves relatively to the
road boundaries, it changes the coordinate system. Therefore,
the parameters need to be transformed according to the vehicle
motion during the interval between the last update step at
time tk and the current time tk+1. This is referred to as ego
motion compensation. The vehicle’s movement is expressed
by xego ∼ N 3(x̂ego,Pego) with mean vector

x̂ego,k+1 =
(
Δx Δy Δθ

)T
, (4)

where Δx and Δy denote the shift in vehicular coordinates
and Δθ denotes the change of heading between tk and tk+1.
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The complete state transition is then defined by

x̂∗
k+1 = gA (x̂k, x̂ego,k+1) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
sck

vok+1
sγk+1
swk
ssk

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (5)

where x̂∗
k+1 denotes the prediction of the state vector at tk+1.

The curvature, the road width, and the lane offset are not
influenced by the ego motion and remain constant. For the
transformation of the other parameters, the circle center point
Pc,k(

vxc,k,
vyc,k) is needed, which is(vxc,k

vyc,k

)
=

( − 1
sck

sin sγk
1

sck
cos sγk + vok

)
. (6)

The center is then transformed from epoch k to k + 1 by(
vxc,k+1
vyc,k+1

)
=

(
cosΔθ sinΔθ

− sinΔθ cosΔθ

)(
vxc,k −Δx
vyc,k −Δy

)
. (7)

By means of the new center, the updated orientation and offset
calculate to

sγk+1 = − arcsin (sck · vxc,k+1) , (8)

vok+1 = vyc,k+1 − 1
sck

cos sγk+1. (9)

However, the case of a straight road must be handled separately,
as (6) is not defined for sck = 0. Instead, the following
equations are used:

sγk+1

∣∣
sck=0

= sγk −Δθ, (10)

vok+1

∣∣
sck=0

=
(vok −Δy) cos sγk +Δx sin sγk

cos sγk+1
. (11)

C. Sensor Model for Guard Rail Measurements

1) Selection of Stationary Detections: In general, the sensor
model calculates a measurement out of a certain state. As the
radar provides a variable number of detections for each single
time tk, caused as well by stationary obstacles as by moving
vehicles, the following preprocessing must be performed to
pick out stationary detections.

A detection is represented by the triplet

di,k =
(
rri,k

rϕi,k ṙi,k
)T

, (12)

where rr denotes the distance from the radar, rϕ specifies the
horizontal azimuth to the longitudinal axis, and ṙ denotes the
radial component of the relative velocity of object i. The index
r indicates the radar coordinates, which form a polar coordinate
system. The measurement noise of one detection is expressed
by the time-independent covariance matrix

Rd =

⎛⎝σ2
r 0 0
0 σ2

ϕ 0
0 0 σ2

ṙ

⎞⎠ . (13)

Under the assumption that the radar is mounted at the vehicle
without distortion, i. e. its axes are parallel to the vehicle’s
axes, the absolute speed of the detection in vx-direction is

vx,i,k = ṙi,k cos rϕi,k + vego,k, (14)
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Figure 3. Possible algorithms for predicting radar detections. In (a) the
prediction is the intersection of the arc and the main axis of the radar beam.
(b) depicts the prediction parallel to the vy-axis. In (c) the base point of the
perpendicular through the detection is used as the prediction.

where vego denotes the speed of the ego vehicle. A detection
is supposed to be stationary, if the magnitude of its absolute
speed is less than a fixed threshold.

2) Road Boundary Assignment and Gating: Every point on
the road boundaries is a potential measurement. For filtering,
the predicted radar measurement vector y∗

r,k must have the
same dimension as yr,k. Hence, for each stationary detection
an appropriate prediction on the boundary must be found.

One possibility for this is to use the intersection of the road
boundary and the connecting line between detection and radar
(fig. 3a). Unfortunately, no intersection exists if the line just
passes the arc or the prediction is located on the wrong side.
The distance can get adulterated. A second way is to calculate
the intersection of the arc and the straight line which passes
through the detection and is parallel to the vy-axis (fig. 3b).
However, this can lead to large differences between prediction
and detection. In extreme cases, no intersection exists.

In order to guarantee a prediction in any case, we use the
closest point to the detection on the boundary (fig. 3c). In
other words, the predicted detection is the intersection of the
perpendicular to the boundary through the radar detection.
For its calculation, the detection is transformed into vehicle
coordinates:(

vxi,k
vyi,k

)
=

(
rri,k cos rϕi,k + vTx
rri,k sin rϕi,k + vTy

)
. (15)

Here, vT denotes the mounting position of the radar at the
vehicle. The center point of the arc is obtained by (6), it serves
as the origin for the polar coordinate expression of the base
point. As it can lie on the left or the right boundary, its radius
is

rbase,i =

∣∣∣∣ 1
sck

+ αi
swk

∣∣∣∣ , (16)

where

αi =

{
− 1

2 for left boundary
1
2 for right boundary

. (17)
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The azimuth of the base point is

ϕbase,i = arctan
vyi,k − yc,k
vxi,k − xc,k

. (18)

From this, the cartesian coordinates of the base point are(
vxbase,i
vybase,i

)
=

(
vxc,k
vyc,k

)
+ rbase,i

(
cosϕbase,i

sinϕbase,i

)
. (19)

The Euclidean distance between the base point and the detection
is referred to as lateral distance from the boundary

dl,i =

√
(vxbase,i − vxi,k)

2
+ (vybase,i − vyi,k)

2
. (20)

In the case of a straight road, the position of the base point
cannot be expressed in polar coordinates. Instead, the lateral
distance is

dl,i
∣∣
sck=0

= vxi,k sin
sγk

+ (vok − vyi,k) cos
sγk − αi

swk. (21)

By means of this, the base point of the detection is(
vxbase,i
vybase,i

) ∣∣∣∣∣
sck=0

=

(
vxi,k
vyi,k

)
+dl,i

∣∣
sck=0

(− sin sγk
cos sγk

)
. (22)

The lateral distance is calculated for both boundaries. The
base point which is closer to the detection is chosen as the
predicted detection, unless it is not within a gate around the
boundary. The gate width is linearly dependent on the distance
from the radar and is specified by the width gw0 at the radar
and the width gw100 in a distance of 100 m.

3) Measurement Prediction: The polar coordinates of all
stationary detections, whose lateral distance to one boundary
was inside the gate, are concatenated to the measurement vector
yr,k ∈ RM with M denoting the number of detections:

yr,k =
(
rr1,k,

rϕ1,k,
rr2,k,

rϕ2,k, . . . ,
rrM,k,

rϕM,k

)T
. (23)

The measurement covariance matrix Rr ∈ RM×M , which is
needed for the correction step of the filter, is

Rr =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
σ2
r 0 0 0 · · ·
0 σ2

ϕ 0 0 · · ·
0 0 σ2

r 0 · · ·
0 0 0 σ2

ϕ · · ·
...

...
...

...
. . .

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (24)

The radar coordinates of the base point of one detection are⎛⎝ rrbase,i
rϕbase,i

⎞⎠ =

⎛⎝√
(vxbase,i − vTx)

2
+ (vybase,i − vTy)

2

arctan
vybase,i−vTy
vxbase,i−vTx

⎞⎠ .

(25)
By means of the base points, the predicted measurement vector
is

ŷ∗
r,k = gCr (x̂

∗
k)

=
(
rrbase,1,

rϕbase,1, . . .
rrbase,k,

rϕbase,k

)T
. (26)
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Figure 4. Sensor model for vehicle tracks. For two tracks (depicted by the
blue and green car) and the ego vehicle (gray car) the actual heading and the
predicted heading are shown. From the assumption that each vehicle is driving
in the middle of its lane, individual lane mark guesses (dashed lines) and lane
mark offset measurements sλ arise.

D. Sensor Model for Vehicle Tracks

The multiple object tracker provides a list of vehicle tracks
generated from the moving radar detections. We take for granted
that the tracker has internal algorithms to identify unstable
and orphaned tracks and delivers just relevant and stable
tracks. The tracker uses a constant turn rate and acceleration
(CTRA) motion model, from which it follows that one track i
is described by the mean state vector

x̂track,i,k =
(
vxi,k

vyi,k
vθi,k vi,k ωi,k ai,k

)T
(27)

and the according covariance matrix Ptrack,i,k. In (27), vx,
vy, and vθ denote the position and the heading of track, v
is the velocty, and ω denotes the yaw rate of the track. The
acceleration a is not used in the further course.

1) Heading and Velocity Prediction: Obviously, the com-
plete track cannot be used as a measurement for the road
estimation, as—similar to the guard rail detections—it is
not possible to give a suitable prediction for all parameters
simultaneously, because tracks can potentially exist everywhere.
Therefore, we define the position and velocity of the tracks to
be fixed and use the heading and yaw rate values of all tracks
as a measurement:

yt,k = (vθ1,k, ω1,k,
sλ1,k,

vθ2,k, ω2,k,
sλ2,k, . . . ,

vθN,k, ωN,k,
sλN,k,

vθego,k, ωego,k,
sλego,k)

T
. (28)

Here, sλ denotes the track lane offset, which will be discussed
below, and N denotes the number of tracks. As can be seen,
the ego vehicle is treated as an additional track at position
v(0, 0) and heading zero, with velocity and yaw rate provided
by the ego motion filter.

For the prediction of heading and yaw rate based on the
track position, we assume that all tracks follow the road course
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exactly and no lane changes occur. That is reasonable, as
the time for lane change maneuvers is relatively short in
comparison to the time while other vehicles are driving along
their lane. Moreover, it is rather unlikely that all vehicles
change lane simultaneously. The predicted heading is

vθ∗i,k = arctan
sck (

vyi,k − vok)− cos sγk
sck vxi,k + sin sγk

+
π

2
. (29)

The curvature at the track position is

sctrack,i,k =
sgn (sck)√(

vxi,k + sin sγk
sck

)2
+

(
vok − vyi,k + cos sγk

sck

)2 .
(30)

By means of this, for sck �= 0 the predicted yaw rate of the
track is

ω∗
i,k = vi,k

sctrack,i,k, (31)

while the yaw rate on a straight road is zero. Fig. 4 illustrates
the predicted and measured headings and other quantities of
the model.

2) Measurement of Lane Offset: The lane offset, which was
introduced in section III-B, cannot be measured directly, as
no sensor for the lane markings (e. g. a camera) is available.
However, if we assume that the tracks are not only driving
along the course of the road, but also in the middle of their
particular lane, the track lane offset of track i can be calculated
by

sλi,k =
(
sli,k − 1

2
swlane − lmin

)
mod wlane + lmin, (32)

where swlane is the lane width, lmin is the minimum allowed
lane offset, and sli denotes the lateral position of the track.
Strictly speaking, lmin may not be less than zero, as this would
mean that the guard rail would be located inside the left lane.
However, keeping in mind that the estimated position of the
left road boundary may be inaccurate and the vehicle might not
drive in the middle of its lane, a certain negative value must
be allowed. The lateral position specifies the radial distance
from the left guard rail (see fig. 4), which is by means of (30)

sli,k = sc−1
track,i,k − sc−1

k + 1
2
swk (33)

if sck �= 0, and
sli,k

∣∣
sck=0

= vxi,k sin
sγk + (vok − vyi,k) cos

sγk + 1
2
swk

(34)
otherwise. In order to obtain the variance σ2

l,i of sli,k, the un-
scented transformation (UT) [11] is applied for the calculation.
At last, for a proper correction step of the filter, the track lane
offset is increased or decreased by swlane so that the maximum
difference to the predicted lane offset does not exceed a half
lane width.

The measurement covariance Rt,k ∈ R(N+1)×(N+1) com-
prises the variances and the covariance of the tracks’ heading
and yaw rate and the track lane offset covariances:

Rt,k =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
σ2
θ,1,k cov(θ, ω)1,k 0 · · ·

cov(θ, ω)1,k σ2
ω,1,k 0 · · ·

0 0 σ2
l,1,k · · ·

...
...

...
. . .

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (35)

The variances for the ego vehicle track are not adopted from
the ego motion filter, but set to relatively large constant values
to reduce the influence of the ego track on the estimation. It
should just stabilize the filter in case of few tracks or detections.

By concatenating the predicted heading values, yaw rate
values, and the lane offset, the predicted measurement is
obtained:

ŷ∗
t,k = gCt (x̂

∗
k)

=
(
vθ∗1,k, ω

∗
1,k,

ss∗k,
vθ∗2,k, ω

∗
2,k,

ss∗k, . . .
)T

. (36)

E. Probabilistic Lane Association

By means of the estimated road parameters, each track should
be assigned to one lane. That means, the lane number of each
track should be estimated.1 The lanes are numbered from left
to right by b, with b = 0 denoting the most left lane. A value of
b = −1 indicates the area left of the leftmost lane, b = nlanes

indicates the area right of the rightmost lane. The total number
of lanes nlanes is supposed to be known either from a map or
from the road width by an allocation table.

A simple way for lane number estimation is calculating the
lateral distance of the track i by (33) and evaluate

bi =

⌊
sli − ss
swlane

⌋
. (37)

The major drawback of this method is that no information about
the reliability is available, as the uncertainties of the track and
the road parameters are ignored. A more sophisticated method
is to determine the PDF p(b | s l̂i), i. e. the probability that the
track i is in lane b for each lane.

Therefore, the track’s lateral position is calculated by the
UT in order to obtain sli ∼ N (s l̂i, σ

2
l,i). Thus, the accuracy of

the road estimation directly influences the variance. According
to [10], provided that the prior PDF of the lane is uniformly
distributed, p(b | s l̂i) is determined using Bayes’ theorem:

p(b | s l̂i) = p(s l̂i | b)
nlanes∑
bj=−1

p(s l̂i | bj)
, (38)

where the likelihood function for the lateral position under the
condition of a given lane is supposed to be uniform inside the
particular lane and sloping with Gaussian shape outside the
lane. It is defined as

p(s l̂i | b) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
exp− (ŝli−llower)

2

2(σ2
l,i+σ2

l )
if s l̂i < llower ∧ b > −1

exp− (ŝli−lupper)
2

2(σ2
l,i+σ2

l )
if s l̂i > lupper ∧ b < nlanes

1 else,
(39)

with

llower = bwlane +
ss, (40)

lupper = (b+ 1)wlane +
ss. (41)

1As stated in section III-D1, the ego vehicle is treated as an additional track
at position (0, 0). Hence, it is not explicitly mentioned here.
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Figure 5. Estimated curvature on motorway with guard rails. The green
chain-dotted lines mark track filter reinitializations due to unrealistic road
parameter estimations. Guard rail filter and fused filter remain stable.

The estimated lane number is the rounded expectation value
of the posterior PDF:

bi =
⌊
E
[
p(b | s l̂i)

]
+ 0.5

⌋
. (42)

The excess kurtosis of p(b | s l̂i) is taken as an indicator for
the reliability of the estimation. If it is greater than zero, the
distribution is leptokurtic, i. e. it has a pointed shape around the
mean. In this case, one lane is very likely and the estimation is
reliable. A kurtosis less than zero indicates a platykurtic shape,
which means that two or more adjacent lanes have similar
probabilities. This happens if the vehicle is close to the lane
borders or in case of imprecise tracks or road estimation.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Test Vehicle and Track

For recording of real test data, the rapid-prototyping test
vehicle Carai [13] was used. It is equipped with a 77 GHz
long range radar (LRR) mounted behind the radiator grill.
The sensor’s characteristics are summarized in table I; its
measurement rate is 10 Hz. The odometry measurements are
obtained from the internal vehicle’s controller area network
(CAN) bus with a rate of 50 Hz.

Furthermore, a gray-scale VGA camera is mounted behind
the windshield. Its images are used for graphical presentation
and an optical verification of the estimated road course and
the vehicle tracks.

The test track is a 55 km long part of a divided highway
with three lanes in each direction. The sequence includes two
interchanges, where the number of lanes varies from two up

Table I
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RADAR SENSOR

Value Unit Range Accuracy

Range m 2–150 1.0
Field of view deg ± 7.5 0.5
Range rate m/s ± 55 0.75

100 150 200 250
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Figure 6. Estimated curvature during driving on right turning ramp without
guard rails. The red chain-dotted lines mark filter reinitializations of the guard
rail filter due to unrealistic road parameter estimations. Track filter and the
fused filter are not reinitialized.

to five and where the road parameters change quickly. With
the exception of the ramps in the interchanges, the central
reservation is always equipped with guard rails. However, the
development on the outer side varies over the track; while guard
rails, noise barriers, or balustrades cause stationary detections,
banks or plains are not detectable.

B. Evaluation methology

For the evaluation of the system, the true road parameters
x̃k for each time tk of the test drive must be known. The true
lane number b̃ego,k of the ego vehicle and the total number
of lanes ñlanes,k were labeled manually by means of the
camera image. The lane curvature clane,k was determined by a
camera-based lane detection algorithm, which provides a more
reliable estimation of the curvature in comparison to the radar.
Therefore, it is considered as a ground truth. The predicted
parameters are similar to the first four road parameters, except
that they relate to the single lane in which the ego vehicle is
located.

The true road offset võk was determined from the known
lane widths, the labeled lane number, and the lane offset from
the lane detection. The road width sw̃k was obtained from the
German directive for road cross sections according to ñlanes,k.
From this, clane,k, which relates to the left lane mark, has been
transformed to the true road curvature sc̃k. The orientation
sγ̃k was applied directly. Finally, curvate and orientation were
smoothed. For the lane offset, no ground truth was available, but
it is verified indirectly by comparing the ego lane association
with the true lane.

In order to rate the benefit of using both stationary detections
and tracks, the sequence has also been processed without
incorporating the track information and without the guard rail
measurements. In the following, the former case will be referred
to as “guard rail” estimation, while the latter case is the “track”
estimation. The “fused” estimation will denote the normal case
with both kinds of detections used.
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Figure 7. Empirical distribution of the hypothetic vehicle’s position error.
The dashed line marks a half lane width.

C. Road Estimation Results

In figs. 5 and 6, the estimated and ground truth curvature are
shown over time for two scenarios. In addition, the estimated
curvatures are drawn for the guard rail estimation and the track
estimation.

Fig. 5 shows the estimated curvature while driving along
the motorway. While the guard rail filter provides a stable
estimation, the track filter is unstable and inaccurate. The reason
is that just a few tracks were available during the sequence.
The green chain-dotted lines mark the reinitializations of the
filter, which are performed, when the road parameters become
unrealistic. The fused filter follows the guard rails.

In contrast, fig. 6 depicts the estimated curvature during
driving on a right turning ramp without guard rails. This makes
the guard rail filter incapable of estimating correctly, thus, it is
reseted multiple times, denoted by the chain-dotted red lines.
However, the track filter gives a right estimation, as a tracked
vehicle was ahead of the ego vehicle. The fused estimation
follows the track filter here.

Obviously, the complete state vector can only be estimated
when both measurement sources are used. If just stationary
detections are filtered, the lane offset cannot be estimated, as
it is not included in the measurement model. Therefore, the
lane association cannot be performed. On the other hand, if
just tracks are used, the road width is not determinable, which
is needed for the calculation of the lateral distance.

In order to make the estimation cases comparable to each
other and to the ground truth in a descriptive and practical
oriented way, the position of a hypothetic vehicle, which is
dh = 80m ahead on the ego lane, is calculated for each time
step. Its nominal position is calculated using the ground truth
parameters, while the actual position results from the filter
estimation. The Eucledean distance between the two positions
is a measure for the accuracy of the filter. Its empiricial
distribution is depicted in fig. 7. The black line shows the
distribution for the case that no filtering is performed, i. e.,
straight road with no orientation is assumed. The dashed line
at 1.75 m indicates the half lane width.

As can be seen, the fused filter produces better results
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Figure 8. Ego Lane Association on motorway. The black line depicts the
true ego lane. Green dots mark correct, red asterisks false associations. The
gray highlight marks phases with no valid estimation.
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Figure 9. Ego Lane Association during interchange. The ego vehicle is
driving on a ramp, which divides from the carriageway at 120 s. That causes
the true lane number to change spontaneously. At 162 s, the ramp is joined
to a three-lane carriageway. The lack of guard rails on the ramp aggravates
correct association.

in comparison to the guard rail and track filters. The fused
estimated position is within the half lane width in 92 % of
the test track. Using just the tracks is not beneficial, as the
rate is inferior to using no filter at all. However, the black
curve depends strongly as well on the course of the road as
on the vehicle maneuvers. It should just be suggestive of the
estimation performance.

D. Lane Association Results

For evaluation of the lane association, the estimated lane
number of the ego vehicle has been compared with the true
ego lane number. The statistical results for the test sequence
are summarized in table II. In 94.1 % of the sequence, the lane
was determined correctly or the estimation was classified as
unreliable; that implies an error rate of 5.9 %.

Table II
LANE ASSOCIATION RESULTS FOR THE EGO VEHICLE

Deviation from ground truth Percentage of test sequence

0 (correct lane) 90.1%
± 1 (neighboring lane) 5.2%
± 2 0.1%
± 3 0.5%
Unreliable estimation 4.1%
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In fig. 8, a section of the timeline of the estimated lane is
depicted. The black line represents the ground truth, the green
dots mark correct associations, and the red dots mark false
estimations. Phases with no valid estimation are highlighted
with gray background. As anticipated, lane changes cause
unreliability, because the probabilities of two neighboring
lanes are similar then. The most errors occure during lane
changes. The reason is that the estimated lane markings do not
correspond to the real ones exactly. Therefore, the lane change
is detected some time before or after the manually determined
moment of lane change.

Furthermore, if the lane change maneuver takes a long time,
the filter increases the lane offset instead of realizing the
vehicles motion. This happens particularly when no or just
one track is available. As soon as the estimated offset exceeds
swlane−lmin, the lane number changes spontaneously. However,
this happens not until the maneuver is almost completed.

A third reason for wrong lane association is the spontaneous
change of the lane numbering when driving on ramps at
interchanges, the lane associations for this case are shown
in fig. 9. At the interchange on the test track, the right two
lanes separate from the carriageway and form a ramp, while
the left pair of lanes continues the motorway. At the point of
division, the former third lane (with number 2) becomes the
first lane counted from the left side. At the end of the ramp,
the lane number changes again from zero to four. Also, the
road parameters offset and width change spontaneously here;
the filter needs some time to react on these changes.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a framework based on the UKF for estimating
the road course using stationary and dynamic radar detections
has been proposed. The stationary detections are used directly
without preliminary clustering, enabling consideration of the
measurement uncertainties. Moving detections are processed
by a multiple object tracker. By supposing that all vehicles are
generally driving in the middle of their lanes, the position of
the lane markings within the road boarders is estimated. With
prior knowledge of the lane widths and number of lanes, the
tracks and the ego vehicle are associated to the particular lanes
of the road. At this, the algorithm is able to state the reliability
of the association. The performance of the system has been
evaluated in comparison to a camera-based lane detection. The
improvement by using both measurements in comparison to
just stationary detections or just tracks has been shown.

However, the system does not work if no guard rails are
present for a long time. Only short interruptions can be
compensated by the tracks. This limits the field of application to
motorways or other divided highways. Furthermore, the system
gives no information about the reliability of the estimation. As
a solution, the existence probability of the guard rail should
be estimated using, for instance, integrated probabilistic data
association (IPDA). False radar detections can be rejected by
outlier detection algorithms.

The setting of the process noise parameters is a balancing
act. On the one hand, low process noise leads to a smooth

progression of the road estimation, which is proof against
false measurements. However, the ability to react on model
violations, which happen at the beginning and the end of turns,
is limited. This becomes critical in interchanges. On the other
hand, with high process noise, the filter follows the road course
more dynamically, but is susceptible to measurement errors and
may become unstable. In order to overcome these restriction,
an integrated multiple model filter (IMM) could be used.

The fusion of image-based lane detection and the proposed
road estimation will be subject of future work. While the
camera is applicable for the lane estimation in the near field
up to a distance of appr. 50 m, the radar provides information
about the more distant road course. Using both, the road can
be modelled within a larger range with more complex models,
e. g. clothoids or multi-segment models.
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